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1) How did you find out about the M3 Challenge? 

Bagel Store 

Book of Scholarships from library 

Columbia University Boot Camp Coding Program 

Competed last year (5) 

Family member participated a couple of years back and recommended it to me. 

I just found it while idling online two years ago 

I learned about M3 at the North Central College E2 Math Circle. 

I searched high school math challenges 

Invited onto math modeling team, told about by teacher 

it was a combination of teachers, friends, and posters 

Mail ad 

Math or Matheletes Club (3) 

Mu Alpha Theta Club (6) 

My brother participated when he was a senior, so i knew about it before 

My brother who participated 2 years ago 

Our school participates in the challenge every year -- I was selected by my teacher to join the team last year, and 
am participating this year once again after a really enjoyable experience last year. 

parent 

through a web search 

 

8) Please share any other non-M3 resources you used to prepare for the Challenge, and provide links if 
applicable. Please skip if this does not apply. 

An applied mathematics textbook (2 - one response says a Linear Algebra section specifically) 

An Elementary Introduction to the Wolfram Language 

AP Calculus Textbook 

AP Enviromental Science textbook we use in school  

AP Statistics textbooks 

Calculators and attending math class and society 

Coursera classes on Data Analysis 

Desmos - Online Graphing Calculator 
 
https://www.desmos.com/calculator  (7) 

Drive.Google.com (Google Drive) (2) 

Eclipse 

Edx 

GIMP, 

Google (3) 

Google Docs (10) 

Google Earth 

Google Hangouts to chat with the group members before the challenge weekend  

Google Sheets (3) 

government websites 

Graphical Analysis 

Graphing calculator 

HiMCM resources http://www.comap.com/highschool/contests/himcm/index.html 
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I didn't use resources to prepare for the Challenge, but I've had prior experience with math modeling at the 
University of Minnesota's Math Modeling Camp 

I have been doing math for a long time in school which did prepare me with the tools I needed for the problem. 

I read over the team paper for last year (which I was not a part of) 

ImageJ 

Java Programming in Eclipse 

journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0128226#pone-0128226-g001 

KhanAcademy.org (4) 

LaTeX formatting for equations (4) 

Logger Pro (4) 

Math teacher 

Microsoft 

Microsoft Paint (2) 

Microsoft Word 

My Brain... 

My diffeq/linear algebra notes 

My math internal assessment 

National park service website (2) 

Notes from class 

Office Word 

Our minds!  

Our statistics teacher is absolutely fantastic, and has guided us through incredibly engaging math modeling 
endeavors like creating a probabilistic election model and creating a probability bracket for the NCAA 
tournament. He really cares about making us aware of the assumptions, thought process, and interpretations that 
go into the work we do. Other math classes at our school (multivariable calculus, differential equations, linear 
algebra, etc.) also provided an indispensable foundation to our work. 

plotly 

Previous knowledge. Statistics class. YouTube 

Python, for automating calculations  

Scooters 
, Food 
, Energy Drinks 
 Sleep 

Share Latex 

Spotify  

Statistics Textbook  

Statistics textbook and several sites 

Talked with an applied mathematician 

TI-84 Calculator (2) 

Topographical Maps 

Various university lecture documents on math modeling found through Google search 

Vensim 

We attempted to make use of various maps and simulators, such as the one on geology.com. 

We created a model for snow day probability at our school over the winter as preparation for the challenge.  

We had participated in the HiMCM competition twice before, so we had an idea of what to expect.  

We used a topography website that allowed us to get a better look at the elevations of the areas we were looking 
at.  

youtube and statistics books 

YouTube videos on dimensional analysis 
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15) Did working on your own, without a teacher present, create any problems? 

a few hours after our teacher left, we became much less motivated, and our productivity slowed 

a lot of tangents were discovered, we would have many ideas but became confused on how to cohesively apply 
or explain them 

A teacher may have done better to keep us on task. 

Absence of school environment/mentor made team unproductive 

All of the problems 

At first, I was unsure about how to proceed, but after a few hours, we were able to get back on track. 

At times we struggled to focus but we got it done 

Differences of opinion led to occasional conflicts 

Fellow team members didn't manage time wisely.  

Hard to resist gaming and procrastination 

it is hard for us to find a way to start 

It was kind of hard to manage a group of 5 kids. 

Keeping on task 

Lack of an obvious goal, as would be seen in a "normal" classroom, however these problems are great for 
learning; instead of just finding derivatives correctly, we were problem solving. 

leadership roles were argued over and there was debate on what was right and wrong when both solutions could 
be used  

Less structure (5) 

our level of focus wavered numerous times 

Our teacher was there in the beginning but came back later but after she came back to proctor it became easier 
to stay on task. 

Procrastination or lack of focus (9) 

Some members lost a bit of motivation (2) 

Teacher would have helped us manage time better 

The process understanding the question. 

The team leader was not good at keeping order and didn't let other people try to keep order. 

There was a few arguments over uncertain answers and about who was or was not putting in hard work. 

there were times when we just could have used some guidance 

This was our first time, so it was hard throughout the challenge 

Time management was poor. 

We could not benefit from this expertise.  

We didn't get a free lunch.  

we didnt know how to begin the modeling 

We didn't know where to begin when finding an equation to model data, as we couldn't figure out what type of 
equation to use.  

We got a smidge off task at times but it was a bit more fun that way 

We got sidetracked by distractions at our work location 

We got way off topic too many times! 

We had difficulties interpreting the question somewhat. 

We had no experience with applied math so we could've used some guidance 

We had to use our brains. 

We were confused on some things with this specific challenge problem (2) 

We weren't sure if our work was correct or if we were missing a step to get the solution. 
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We're teenagers so we had different ideas on how to go about things and bickered a little bit, but in the end we 
came together because we had a common goal. 

weren't sure if we were properly interpreting rules 

 

16) Where did your team work on its solution paper? Other: 

Academic study center  

Bagel Store 

Burger King 

Car (2) 

Church (2) 

College classroom 

conference call for our respective homes 

District office 

finished at our respective houses 

FIU 

Georgia Northwestern Technical College's Career Academy 

Grocery store with wifi and area to work.  

iHop 

in Mu Alpha Theta president's father's lab 

individually at each others house communicating with phones 

Lab 

LaGrange College 

Mall 

Market Street 

Martins supermarket work area 

Office of a team mate's parent in a college building 

Online talking on discord 

our own home  

outside 

Over video chat  

Panera (2) 

park 

Steak 'n' Shake 

Teacher's home 

Team member's Mom's law office 

Team member's parents' clinic 

UCLA 

 

20) Would you participate in M3 Challenge again if eligible? No and here’s why: 

Although I liked the experience, it is not something that I am very interested in. 

Although I wish there was a similar competition at a college level 

as a senior, i'll have a lot more priorities 

because it was hard (3) 

Didn't feel like my work will ever go towards or be of benefit to anything real 

difficult team members and conflicts  

I did not do as well as I thought I would do under pressure and stress 
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I didn't enjoy this competition.  

I do not enjoy statistics. 

I don't have time 

I felt that the problem was unfair 

I found that I had a difficult time understanding it and I am not sure I would benefit any team I was on. 

I found working for 14 hours to be too exhausting 

I was looking for more of a math problem and not a science problem. 

I was too busy this year to prepare well and didn't enjoy it as much as I had hoped 

I would need to think about it. While I enjoy the challenge and we had fun. It's 14 hours of time I don't have, and I 
was mentally beaten afterwards. 

I'll be doing it again next year, but I want to reiterate that I am discontent with M3. It was a fun time since my 
teammates are gleeful individuals but it could've been better if the challenge part was intriguing. 

I'm not sure if I would have the time 

It felt too hard, hats to find motivation because the problem was so far fetched 

It was a good experience but I do not enjoy doing math for 14 hours 

It was a very long time commitment.  

It was good to experience, but it was too stressful and difficult for me. 

It was hard and time consuming 

It was stressful and I don't think I will ever get up to a winning level of performance. 

It was too much work in my opinion 

Juniors at my school deserve the opportunity  

Lack of statistics knowledge in my group made the challenge nigh on impossible 

The clock on each team member's device was different even though it was the same account. We were unable to 
send in our solution even though the person who was sending it had 4 minutes left on their clock yet it claimed 
time was up.  

The countdown clock went from three minutes and forty two seconds left to zero in a matter of thirty real seconds 
and the clock on my computer was differnt than my teammates - please fix your clock so we are actually able to 
submit the work and not have our time disappear quicker than it should have 

This isn't really something you could fix, but the challenge wasn't really for me, it didn't resonate with my interests 
as much as I wanted. Most of our time was spent researching and writing the paper, relatively little was spent 
actually doing math. I would rather have done a mathematical proof than a mathematical model. I did enjoy the 
experience, but it wasn't the kind of challenge I was looking for. But that's just me. 

We could hardly build a certain equation that works considering so many variables. Although I know this is what 
real world looks like, but I don't think I have enough knowledge right now to solve these problems. It turns out to 
be a supper hard challenge that I don't know how to get started with. 

 

23) Which of the following has most contributed to your interest in math? (Other responses) 

a combination of family and educators 

A few of the above, such as enjoying math, some good teachers, friends who like math, and parents who value it.  

All of the above except the last one 

Amazing teachers, lifelong push into math, friend network with common mathematical interests, the scope of 
math, I could go on and on 

As a diabetic, having strong arithmetic skills as an 8 year old made me more interesting in excelling in math, as it 
was critical to my health. 

Both encouragement from my dad and natural enjoyment 

both good teacher and family member that is an engineer 

BRILLIANT.ORG 
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Competitive Math Success (AIME) 

encouragement from sister 

Engagement and untimed practice from an early age 

Good teachers, encouragement from my family, competeing with friends who are also good at math 

I don't mind math because I am fairly good at it and it is logical 

I enjoy Math and the challenge that comes along with it. 

I find solving the "puzzle" of math really fun 

I just really enjoy math 

I love how math has so much practical use and truth; that the logic is fixed and reasonable. Knowing 
mathematics takes us one step closer to understanding our universe (which is practically composed of 
mathematics).  

I naturally do well in math 

it is actually useful in the things that I see 

It is necessary in many science related fields like (environmental science) which I want to study 

Kumon Math and Reading Center  

Learning how to better solve problems through mathematics is fulfilling. 

Math comes very easily to me and although, I do not particularly enjoy math, it doesn't bother me, and I always 
participate in activities that play to my strengths 

Math competitions like AMC + mathcounts  

Math contests/math league 

Math is a tool that I need to make use of to be successful in biology, chemistry, and physics.  

Math is the language of the universe. 

Math is the language that many of my interests are written in. If it weren't for math, astronomy and astrophysics, 
my main interests, would be difficult to quantify and make sense of. 

math makes sense, there is no room for subjectivity  

My dad raised me with math 

My teachers in past years have made me dislike math and it's not my favorite subject but my current teacher 
makes me appreciate it much more. 

Observation, of the rational or artistic kind, is why we have reason. Those are the things that are interesting. 

Online research 

Problem Solving 

Reading Math Textbooks as a young student 

Seeing the math behind other subjects like in computer science or economics 

Taking engineering classes  

The satisfaction of reviewing your completed result. 

Watching cyber chase when I was a kid made me super interested in math and I focused on it from then on 

 

24) Which of the following works best for you when learning math: 

all of the above 

Analyzing Stats 

Both practice and understanding of the derivation/concepts of formulas  

Cheats, shortcuts, phrases, songs, etc. 

Combination of practice and understanding 

I just naturally understand 

I learn best by watching and seeing how it is done, and then doing some of the problems myself. 
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In my mind, there is somewhat of a great schism today between a pure math education that is geared in large 
towards high level research (which entails learning the underlying concepts as rigorously as possible), and a 
more real-world application oriented math education which teaches math concepts through exploring them in the 
real world. I learned math primarily through the former method, but I do believe that if done well, the latter method 
may be equally as if not more valuable than the former. I think that's where competitions like Moody's come in 
and why they are so important -- if possible, I think that they should be as readily available as competitions like 
the AMC, ARML, regional math meets, etc. which just test classic "math team" techniques (which after a while 
just get stale and monotonous) 

It just kinda clicks 

Logic behind math 

Math comes fairly easy to me due to learning basic concepts at such a young age. Now I can look at a problem 
and work through. 

taking good notes 

 

25) When you have trouble understanding a math concept…. Other responses: 

All of these options i do randomly. Which ever is best for my situation  

ask a family member who has taken higher level math courses  

Ask a friend, or teacher, or search the internet, or take a break and come back to it later 

ask other people for help whether it be a teacher, peer, family member, etc.  

Ask others only after I truly cannot figure it out 

Ask teachers and friends, then check the web 

ask uncle for help 

Combination of many of the above. In school, I have access to an amazing group of friends (who I turn to first 
when I don't understand something) and then to amazing teachers. When I am on my own, I do a combination of 
internet searching, perseverance, and taking a break and returning (taking a break and returning is fantastic -- 
always get new perspectives and insights). 

Depends on the concept - if I was tired that day in class, just go back to it later, but if I'm totally confused, ask my 
teacher, or if it's something I learned and forgot, search on the Internet.  If my teachers don't know, then keep 
trying to figure it out on my own 

First look at similar problems online, take a break, and keep trying. 

I do many of these things. If a friend is available, I ask them, if not, teacher, if not, internet, if not, keep trying until 
I figure it out on my own 

I don't have trouble (2) 

I think this question could use some clarification. I assume you mean "when you have trouble understanding a 
math concept [in school]" since most people don't study much math outside of school, but I do. My answer would 
depend on what the concept was, how I found it, and what resources were available at the time. If it was a 
concept I found on my own and was interested in, I would say answers 4 and 5, and if that doesn't work I would 
ask whoever I think might have knowledge about that concept. In my case such people are usually limited to my 
brother and teacher(s). If it was a concept that was fed to me through school, and I wasn't particularly interested 
in it, I would default to asking the teacher for help. But if I felt like understanding the concept wasn't necessary to 
doing well on the test (for example simply memorizing a formula without knowing where it came from or why it's 
useful) I would just skip the concept and move on. 

I try to figure it out first. If that fails, i search for answers on the internet 

I use Khan Academy 

I usually don't have this problem 

I visit YouTube, which I have found to have a massive collection of videos on any mathematical concept that I 
have sought understanding for. I prefer this because each YouTuber has their own style of presenting 
information, which often means easier comprehension on my part as the audience.  
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I watch videos online about the topic I am specifically struggling on. 

I will ask a teacher, friend, or parent, depending on availability. 

If having trouble I would keep trying, then take a break, then try again, and finally ask teacher for help if 
necessary. 

It depends, I have done nearly all of these things before 

I've never really had trouble 

Kind of a mix, if i have an answer sheet, use it to follow and understand, or find the answer and reverse engineer 
the problem to see where i went wrong. 

Look through the textbook. 

Look up how to approach the problem in the book or on the Internet. 

Never really had a problem understanding a concept yet 

Stare at it until I understand it. 

Try myself, ask a classmate, and then ask the teacher 

Try to isolate the misunderstanding by working through examples 

Typically spend some time thinking on it, get stuck, and then get distracted by something else. Or just skip it. 

Use a textbook or internet resource to research and learn how to solve  

Use available resources, failing that ask a teacher for assistance. 

Use the book 

Watch a YouTube lecture on it 

 

Q32 Please share comments with Challenge organizers. You may share 
more than one comment. Please write your answer in the relevant text 

box – corresponding to either compliment, suggestion or frustration – to 
help us to best respond. 

 
I have a compliment: 

14 hours is PERFECT 

An absolutely wonderful competition. I most appreciated the aspect where the group had the entire weekend to 
organize the competition. 

Another great year and problem! Provided data was very useful 

application of math to real-world problems 

As a lover of the national parks, I really loved the topic this year! 

As I mentioned in my response to #23, I think that competitions like Moody's can really drive a new paradigm in 
math education towards using math to arrive at conclusions that are neither right nor wrong; simply insightful, 
interesting and pragmatic. Too much of STEM education today cherishes the pursuit of absolute truth, 
disregarding anything that is not "right". Working in mathematical modeling was one of the first experiences in 
STEM that I had in which we were primarily concerned not in working towards "truths", but instead reconciling 
perspectives to put forth something that was meaningful to us.  I really do hope to see this paradigm shift happen 
in future years. 

Awesome! 

Challenge felt constantly changing, kept us very engaged 

Challenge was intriguing  

Cool competition 

Data was very helpful. 

Data was well organized 

Enjoyable problem 

Even though we ended up not using much of the provided data (finding other data better suited to our model), 
providing this data allowed us to realize what we thought might be the best model 
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Everything was great! 

Excellent challenge, with great inspiration to do put it forward. 

First, thank you so much for the opportunity to participate. A load of fun. 

Fun 

Fun experience. Really made us work hard  

Fun! Keep doing what you guys do best! 

Good  

good problem 

Good problem topic! 

good question 

good that it allows for teams--really facilitates understanding of teamwork 

Great and Challenging Competition! 

Great challenge  

Great challenge  

Great Challenge!!! Loved doing the challenge!! 

Great challenge, I just wish I had done it when I was a junior so I could have improved and entered again as a 
senior 

Great competition! 

Great experience--I thought it was really interesting. 

Great job putting this together!  

Great problem 

Great problem and having the data already was incredibly helpful 

Great Problem this year, really hit it out of the park 

Having Friday to Sunday to complete the challenge was very helpful in finding a convenient time period for all my 
team members. 

I absolutely loved the M3 experience. 

I appreciate a high-level challenge like M3! 

I appreciate all the resources you provide and the data as well 

I appreciate that datasets were given this year. 

I appreciate the ability to email solutions. The website was not functioning properly when we went to submit our 
paper, and being able to email it helped up immensely. 

I appreciate the data that was provided in order to reduce the need for data research and place the focus on the 
math modeling problem  

I appreciate the encouraging email sent during the challenge!! 

I appreciate the focus on climate change-related issues - getting people involved, intellectually, in this issue in 
high school is very important. 

I appreciate the licensing and resources 

I appreciate the opportunity to compete!  

I appreciate the use of real world problems 

I Appreciate working with my teammates from my school to work with different math strategies but also thinking 
about the actual problem that we have which is turning into a concern for many people in the world.  

I appreciated the data sets 

I believe that the moody math challenge has set me up for success in the "real world" and feel like I am ready for 
my next step in life thank you. 

I can't think of anything to specifically improve in the competition setup. 

I commend your ability to get students thinking about real word application of mathematics. So often math is only 
used in a theoretical sence, so it is refreshing to be able to apply it to a topic that is highly debated in our current 
society. This shows relevance for what I have learned.   
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I did the M3 challenge last year, and liked it much more this year. Because of the Data you provided, we were 
able to focus on the paper and math instead of wasting time searching the website for data. I think providing 
useful data on your end makes the students do more math, which is (I'm guessing) the purpose of the M3 
challenge. Also just wanted to say that it is a great activity, and please keep providing this opportunity to future 
students, as I know many people will benefit greatly from the M3 experience. 

I don't like the qualitative aspects of this year's problem. 

I enjoy that the problems we are modeling are real world issues that are currently happening  

I enjoy the concept of the competition and the problems that were given in the past. 

i enjoyed having the data there for us. 

I enjoyed how you brought current events like climate change into mathematical concepts 

I enjoyed the challenge as it was a great experience to test my endurance and critical thinking. 

I enjoyed the challenge thoroughly despite obstacles and difficulties 

I enjoyed the challenge topic because it is very important and applicable currently.  

I enjoyed the resources shared with us. Those were very helpful.  

I expected this contest to be extremely difficult - but the way the challenge was presented allowed us to do well 
and manage our time perfectly 

I felt that the extra data that you provided us with at the beginning was really useful, and that the questions were 
rather interesting. 

I genuinely enjoyed my time participating in this challenge! 

I had a great time! Thank you for putting in the effort to provide us with this competition. 

I had a problem and you guys were really helpful 

I had my doubts about how much fun the challenge would be, but it was actually a lot of fun. 

I have a lot more respect for math modeling now that I've tried to do it. It's hard! I probably should have looked at 
the practice problems to get a sense of how other teams approach problems :) 

I have a lot of fun doing these problems! I like that these competitions are suited for teams rather than individuals 
and collaboration skills are necessary to do a good job. 

I have a really busy schedule, so the flexible hours were extremely helpful. 

I honestly think this was the most fun I've ever had. It was stressful, it was challenging, but the joy I felt from 
working through a difficult problem and eventually finishing it after 14 hours cannot be matched. 

I just want to say how awesome the idea of M^3 is. I literally get to use math to solve a real-world problem that 
NEEDS solving. It's so much more engaging that traditional math assignments (although about 10 times harder!). 
I feel like I'm accomplishing something for the world, rather than for my teacher. 

I just want to say thank you for this opportunity! It was great fun and I am looking forwards to participating again 
next year! Thanks again! 

I like how the first part was in a sense an introduction to the greater problem of part two which was more 
complex, but from already completing part one, it was easier to pursue a solution for part two... 

I like that you provided data 

I like the email that M3 sent out about 5 hours into our challenge, it was very encouraging.  

I like the time frame presented for the challenge, and the provided data prevented a lot of frustration trying to find 
good data points. 

I liked how much, if not all, of the necessary research was provided to us so that we could focus solely on our 
math skills. 

I liked how we were given more time to have a solution. 

I liked that data was provided 

I liked that sample problems were available 

I liked the challenge, the idea of it and found it really enjoyable. 

I liked the data being given.  

I liked the data that we got this year. I am participating for the first time, and it was essential to our modeling. 
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I liked the fact that the problems were interesting and pertained to something current 

I liked the flexibility we were allowed to have when approaching the problem. 

I liked the haiku hint because it got my group interested and thinking about the problem. 

I liked the misleading haiku that was sent out. Both teams from our school thought it would be about healthcare. 

I liked the opportunity to explore math modeling with my friends. 

I liked the questions and steps  

I liked the second and third question 

I liked the way the problem was written. The given data was a big help in soling the problem and reduced the 
time it took us to gather information. 

I love the competition and the fact that you included data sets for us to use this year. 

I love the flexibility that this schedule allows. Team members were able to drop in and out of the competition all 
day and fit things like sports and work into their schedules. 

I love the idea of kids solving a problem that shows the importance of math in real-world situations. 

I loved being challenged with the problem to the point of just finishing is worth it not even trying to win 

I loved how challenging the question was 

I loved how you guys gave us a data set. 

I loved it! Tons of fun 

I loved the challenge and how it brought teamwork and a great expierence to my life.  

I loved the opportunity to work with a group on real life math. 

I loved the problem this year, I'm very passionate about the National Parks! 

I loved the problem this year.  

I loved the question!  

I loved the topic this year 

I really appreciate the data you provided for us this year. It was very helpful. I also like how specific the guidelines 
are. 

I really appreciate the openness of the competition and looking through past papers for formatting ideas helped 
tremendously 

I really appreciated the focus you provided on various facets of climate change.  The open-ended nature of all 
three questions helped a lot with that. 

I really enjoed the subject of this years Moody Challenge. 

I really enjoyed it, opened my eyes to how math was actually useful for solving problems 

I really enjoyed solving the problem with a team 

I really enjoyed the complexity of the problem that our group got to struggle through together.  

I really enjoyed the concept and execution of the challenge! 

I really enjoyed the data provided and the complimentary software. 

I really enjoyed the M3 Challenge and it opened my eyes to the real-world applications of math 

I really enjoyed the M3 challenge. I learned man things, not only about math and mathematical modeling, but 
about completing a gargantuan task in a large but pressing time frame, and working well with others. While I 
made a team with my friends, who I thought I knew well after four years in high school, new facets of our 
personality were revealed to each other after the 14 hours together in a single room.  

I really enjoyed the problem and I greatly appreciated the published data that came with the problem 

I really enjoyed the problem given this year.  

I really enjoyed the problem this year because it was relevant and very interesting. 

I really enjoyed the topic and challenge.  

I really enjoyed the topic of the challenge this year. I found it extremely interesting as well as relevant. 

I really enjoyed this opportunity to challenge our mathematical abilities and mental endurance. 
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I really enjoyed this subject and it was a very fun experience to be able to research and analyze the data. I also 
found it very helpful to have been given the data and know it is accurate rather than researching for it. Unless 
found on a government or official site, there's no way of knowing if the information provided is true. 

I really like the concept 

I really like the idea of this competition; it's an experience not found in schools or programs and I think it really 
helps to understand the importance of the concepts learned in math classes at school. 

I really liked how we were provided with some data/statistics from the get-go 

I really liked the extended time period, allowing for flexibility for students during the challenge. 

I really liked the question chosen. 

I really really really loved the question this year it was super interesting and relevant because especially under 
the new administration the national park service could face cuts in their financial budgets and we need to use 
math and science to figure out how best to proceed and also to show people that climate change is a very real 
threat to our environment along with all the other destructive environmental disasters imposed on earth by 
humans. 

I really thought the problem was interesting and really enjoyed it. 

I think everything about it was great and hope to do it next year! 

I think M3Challenge is a very good exercise for high school students to be prepared for college.  

I think that this is a fabulous way to interest people into mathmatic modeling.  

I think the Moody's math challenge is extremely fun and engaging for high school students interested in math 

I think the problem is well thought out and the expectations and directions are clear. 

I think this competition is one of the best ideas.Ever. 

I think this is a great organization and problem and helps many students be prepared for math in a career sense. 

i think this is a great way to stimulate outside growth in mathematics 

I think we need more of these types of applied math challenges. This is the field I am looking forward to study 
and work in and I am very happy I took part in this challenge. 

I thought all the different practice problems really prepared me for the real problem.  

I thought it was very interesting to apply math to a real world situation. 

I thought that the Math Modeling Handbook and emails sent before the challenge were very helpful. 

I thought the challenge topic was fantastic! Interesting and educational 

I thought the question this year was relevant and pretty interesting to learn more about.  

I thought the topic, national parks, was interesting.  

I thought this year's question was very interesting. Answering it made me realize some areas in math where I am 
weak and I am working now to fix this. 

I very much liked the competition. 

I wish I would have heard of this challenge earlier! I enjoyed the experience so much! Thank you! 

i wish it weren't only one day bc my brain gets fried after a while. 

I would like to compliment the organizers of the challenge in picking a relevant topic related to climate change. 

I'm extremely interested in astrophysics, but didn't realize how important statistics was to all of the mathematical 
modeling involved in astrophysics until this competition. Thanks for helping me see the value in math modeling 
as it connects to my personal dreams.  

In addition to the data you gave us, the articles helped give us a sense of direction and it was much appreciated. 

Interesting topic  

Intersting problem 

it is meaningful to use math to model real life problems 

It was a fun and exciting experience! 

It was a fun problem! 

It was a great learning experience! 

It was a great topic, very relevant 
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It was a nice experience  

It was actually a fun experience. Thank you  

It was challenging, but I liked the challenge 

It was fantastic! 

It was fun working in a team to solve one common problem 

It was interesting 

It was interesting to see real life applications of math. 

It was my first time and I really enjoyed the real life applicable nature of the problem. 

It was nice that you provided us with information, because it evened out the playing field. We might have spent 
half of the time just searching for the correct data rather than actually modeling the problem if you hadn't.  

It was unique experience. I wish I participated last year as well. 

It was very fun. 

It was very fun. I was excited to see that math really is useful. The event was very well organized and I felt like 
everything I needed was available, although I didn't follow all the useful suggestions. 

It was well put together and thought out. 

Its a fun way to work in a team, and gain experience  

It's a good challenge to learn more and meet new friends you wouldn't always talk to 

I've participated in the challenge for two years and the application of math to real problems really excites me. 
look forward to participating in similar challenges in college. 

Keep the extended weekend hours. My team included multiple basketball players and we had our district 
tournament and had to have the extra time in case we made the championship game. 

Liked the problem.  National parks/preserving nature are really important.  

Love how coaches aren't involved; makes us take initiative.  

Love the challenge 

Love the social connectivity attempted this year 

Love the visual design of everything! 

Loved the flexible scheduling. Being able to choose when our team could work was a huge help. 

M3 is a one-of-a-kind challenge that is really uniquely interesting. 

Modeling topica with math seems like it could be useful 

Much to my surprise, I enjoyed the experience 

My group members are good. 

My team members and I loved the challenge weekend. It was an experience I've never had before and even if I 
don't get any scholarships I'm still glad we did the challenge. 

n 

N/A 

Nice haiku 

Nice Problem 

none of us had ever done this before, we had a lot of fun working on it together. 

Organized and well timed. 

Our team loved the problem. 

Our team was unable to upload our solution with about 5 minutes left, which was frustrating because the most 
recent solution was from an hour prior. 

Overall, it was a really fun experience that I believe is a good prerequisite of college 

Overall, it was an awesome experience. 
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Personally, I loved the ambiguity/freedom of the problem presented to us. It was clear what was expected of us, 
we could have written a checklist of what was expected of us, but we were allowed to interpret the problem in 
whatever way we pleased, so long as we explained why. Figuring out the best way to interpret the problem was a 
very unique intellectual challenge that I thoroughly enjoyed. 

Problem was challenging and fun to do with friends 

Prompt was relevant and engaging 

Props to whoever gathered all that data -- that was a lot of numbers to put together! 

Providing the data was extremely useful and definitely appreciated. 

Providing us with the data greatly decreased our time spent researching and enabled us to put more time into our 
modeling. There is no way we would have been able to go this in depth if we had to research. 

ravioli 

Really liked the help and flexibility given by M3. The foundation does a fantastic job providing prizes, 
encouragement, and guidance. 

Really liked the problem this year. Having basic knowlege about national parks made the questions 
understandable. 

Shows how important team work is  

Since our team used multiple laptops the access to the problem was very accessible as well as the timer and the 
resources  

Some of the links provide were not accessible through my schools firewall or unavailable. 

Such a great idea! Loved the challenge overall.  

Thank you for being so flexible with the submitted answers and being very explicit with it, I think it motivated 
many of us to think that "We're not the only ones struggling, and we're not expected to have all the answers. We 
only have to try." 

Thank you for bringing math modeling to more students! 

Thank you for choosing a problem that was relatable to any team, regardless of where they live.  

Thank you for creating such an interesting competition!  

Thank you for getting students involved with such a cool field of work. 

Thank you for giving me this opportunity!  I am extremely grateful for it!  

Thank you for having this competition. I have actually used this competition in my school to inspire others to be 
more interersted in math. Most kids think that learning something is for nothing, but I've realized we can use 
simple concepts throughout my life. 

Thank you for holding this competition. I thought it was a great experience. 

Thank you for providing numerous useful resources! They helped us to prepare and alleviated stress before the 
competition. 

Thank you for putting on this competition to foster an interest in math for students! 

Thank you for supplying data this year - it was a huge help to us! 

Thank you for the data sets! 

Thank you for the ease of access of the data and the related studies and data that were provided! 

Thank you for the flexible hours on challenge weekend 

Thank you for this opportunity. Despite doing poorly, I had a fantastic time. I look forward to participating again 
next year now that I know what to expect. Although it most likely didn't show, our school focuses heavily on 
modeling and avoids using formulas to solve problems. We appreciate that this challenge represents our style of 
learning and inspires so many students to persue careers in mathematics. 

Thank you so much for this challenge, it really helped me understand the complexity of climate models and 
develop an appreciate for climate oriented science. 

Thank you! This was such an amazing experience. 

Thanks 

Thanks for giving out data sets. 
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Thanks for having M3 challege - it was a great experience with my friends regardless of what happens. 

Thanks for offering the opportunity. I really enjoyed the challenge. 

Thanks for organizing this competition; it was a really meaningful experience 

Thanks for providing the research. 

Thanks for the free software, I truly appreciate it. Now i need to get a laptop. 

Thanks for the new experience. It was interesting and fun.  

Thanks for the opportunity. This problem reminded me more of a business case study than strictly a math 
problem- and I enjoyed that.  

Thanks for the provided data 

The "Problem" was challenging in the sense that we had to figure out what we have to look for in order to "solve" 
the problem.  

The 14 hours spent working through the challenge was very much enjoyable. We were able to bond and have fun 
while doing the math. A wonderful experience. 

The challenge shows the importance of math modelling 

The challenge this year was interesting and I like the idea behind a math modeling competition in general 

The challenge was challengingly fun. It addressed pressing issues in the real world that drew my attention and 
further refined my skills in mathematical modeling. Thank you, for granting me the hours of happiness that I spent 
working on the problem with my peers. 

The challenge was interesting and clever, but took almost exactly 14 hours.  

The challenge was much more fun than I anticipated and made me seriously condiser math as a career option. 

The challenge was so much fun!! I appreciate that SIAM takes students and their math capabilities seriously, and 
understands our capacity to answer tough questions! We will always rise to the occasion. 

The challenge was very out of no where and cool  

The challenge was very well organized and the prompt was interesting. I enjoyed doing the competition for the 
second time.  

The choice of prompt was definitely a good one and relates to current events pretty heavily, great job, couldn't 
have asked for a better one. 

The data files were a godsend!  It allowed us to quickly understand what we were being asked to do.  I believe it 
cut down on the frustration my team would have felt while scouring the web for the information.   

The data supplied was amazing and very useful to us when creating our model. 

The data was extremely useful, some problems were from not being able to find enough. 

The data was helpful 

The data was helpful 

The data was super helpful, especially since it was our team's first year! 

The entire challenge was very clearly laid-out and organized 

The experience was great, never stop doing this competition. 

The flexible times allowed my team to participate since we had other school competitions on the challenge 
weekend. We really appreciated it, as well as the provided data. 

The flexible work times helped it to fit our schedule, and the unstructured nature let us work in our own fashion 
well. 

The free handbook as well as the videos really helped me prepare for the challenge. 

The given resources were very helpful 

The GoPro was nice 

The haiku about vital signs being in checked was good when we saw the NASA tab 

The idea of spending a 14-hour block of time is really nice because I got to really focus on creating a model for a 
problem I was immersed in 

The M3 Challenge was fun to do for the last two years, regardless of the problems' difficulties. I would do nothing 
to the format; it's fantastic. 
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The math challenge was difficult however it was a great feeling looking back on the accomplishment of even 
completing a challenge of such rigorous stamina requirements  

The Mathematica license got me interested in mathematical computer science, so thank you. 

The Moody Mega Math Challenge is a great experience and it is super helpful that it is offered to all students as it 
shows them how real world concepts play a role in math but how much more data collection it typically takes  

The opportunity you give to students to earn scholarship money competing in something like this is amazing. We 
learn about time management, mathematics, and working in a group. The fact that was can choose when we 
work and use the internet is also very good, as that reflects the real world. Sadly, many things we do don't reflect 
challenges we actually face in the workplace unlike this competition.  

The previous winner's examples were helpful and the handbook was decent. The time was flexible and a good 
frame  

the problem is at a good high level and has been very interesting for the past few years. I like the feedback that 
the judges give on the models. 

The problem is, as always, engaging and can be researched to great depths. 

The problem this year was interesting, and much better than last year actually.  

The problem this year was very well designed and the amount of time given was fair. 

The problem was applicable and something I cared greatly about. 

The problem was challenging and was about a relevant topic which made it feel more important to do 

The problem was complex and well thought out 

The problem was engaging and encouraged the team to work together  

The problem was great and very unexpected. 

The problem was quite challenging 

The problem was really interesting and thought-provoking, and I enjoyed this experience immensely 

The problem was relevant and provided interesting opportunities for statistical analysis. 

The problem was very enjoyable 

The problem was very fun and seemed timely with what is happening in the world.  

The problem was very interesting and well formulated this year. It was open ended enough to allow for 
intellectual exploration but regimented enough to prevent teams from becoming completely lost. 

The problems are awesome 

The promt was very relevant, and kept all team members engaged through the duration of the event.  Had we 
been given the prompt from one of the past years on school lunches, I fear it is likely we would have been 
distracted much more easily. 

The provided data really helped us get to work faster 

The provided data was very helpful and made the over all experience better and less frustrating. It allowed us to 
focus more on our model and paper than the research. 

The provided data was very useful in starting the model 

The provided excel spreadsheets and links were extremely helpful, so thank you so much for that! 

The provided resources were especially helpful, and this challenge really helped me get to know my peers better. 
It was really fun. 

The question for this year was perfect 

The question had many approaches to it, making the approach to the question to be flexible. 

The question this year was a lot more interesting and thought provoking. It was very relevant to the future. 

The question this year was very very interesting to work on in light of the recent political events 

The question was interesting and applicable 

The question was open ended and thus our model was "correct" which was a nice feeling 

The question was really vague, and i didnt know what i was actually supposed to answer for part one.  

The question was very interesting.  

The questions were very well worded and easily understood. 
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The range of hours allowed our team to pick times that fit with our schedules.  

The release of the problem went smoothly 

The resources for the problem were very helpful. 

The resources page is very helpful to students as it encourages thinking to stay on track.   

The set up and the resources and the idea behind the problem are wonderful.  

The spreadsheets were well organized and easy to navigate. 

The suggested resources were really helpful 

The Teamwork component was awesome.  

The time flexibility was very helpful. 

the topic seems to have many factors that have a role relating to the topic, which caused some issues. I wish you 
will be able to fix that issue due to the fact that other factors are meant to intervene with an equation and prove it 
wrong. 

The topic was very interesting and very applicable to us, so we felt more invested in this problem 

The website ans resourcea are beautifully organized and extremely easy to navigate. The countdown for the 14 
hours is also really nice. 

These challenges have the perfect balance of context and open-endedness. They make you informed, yet drive 
you to seek a unique solution. Also, 14 hours was the perfect amount of time! 

This challenge is well organized with thoughtful prompts 

This challenge revealed how what we learn in school can be applied to the real world. 

This challenge was a great test of my cumulative math and problem solving skills. It was also nice to finally apply 
math to the real world. 

This challenge was definitely exciting and fun, I enjoyed it a lot! I think I'll do it next year too, especially since I 
have more experience now. Also the question was very interesting. 

This challenge was great! The problem was really fun to explore and I was not expecting how great of an 
experience this would be! 

This challenge was so cool! even though my team didn't know how it approach it, it was super interesting and I 
learned a lot about data and mathematical modeling. 

This challenge was well put together and even though, at times, I was stressed, I still had fun trying to solve the 
problem with my friends 

This Challenge widened my eyes to the sheer appreciation of mathematicians and math experts that are able to 
apply math to everyday problems like 2017's problem. 

This challenge will help you better understand real world problems 

This contest went so much better than I expected, it was fun and the time passed so quickly! 

This is an awesome program. Academically beneficial and enjoyable! I would definitely do it again if I were 
eligible (I'm a senior, so I won't be) 

This is really fun. 

This was a fun and challenging way to spend 14 hours! 

This was a fun and insightful challenge. 

This was a great experience and really exposed me to a new side of mathematics 

This was a great opportunity and I enjoyed the challenge. 

This was a great problem, I loved that we were doing something significant for the world 

This was a new experience 

This was a really cool experience, I'm really glad I particapated  

This was a really interesting challenge! 

This was a reason for me to learn math modeling, which was an overall good experience. 

This was a very interesting challenge and a wonderful opportunity for students everywhere. 

This was a very interesting challenge for me. It was fun to look at the real world application of the math that I had 
learned in high school.  
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This was a well organized and fun adventure into the world of math modeling, I just wish I qualified for another 
year. 

This was an amazing experience. Being a junior now, I am looking forward to participating in next uears 
challenge. 

This was an excellent and educational experience. Thank you for offering it. 

This was an incredible experience because my team's group dynamic allowed us to go through every problem 
and make insightful, representative systems for each scenario. 

This was an interesting way to get a group of people together that may not have communicated much before this. 
It also shows you some of your classmates strong points that you may not have seen before. 

This was fantastic, I love the challenge and the creativity involved with it. 

This was my fifth modeling contest (including comap), and this year's problem was by far my favorite. Super 
interesting and topical.  

This was my first time participating, and although I did not enjoy mathematical modeling very much, the 
experience has given me insight into how versatile and useful math is in relation to solving real-world problems. 
Thank you for providing this valuable and educational opportunity. 

This was overall an extremely enjoyable experience that I will definitely encourage younger friends to do 

This was super fun! 

This was the hardest thing that I've ever done in my life and it is also the most fun. I think this challenge needs to 
continue and grow I absolutely love it.  

This was the most real world thing I have done my entire high school career, and I really enjoyed it 

This year's problem was really interesting and it really felt like I making something that would be helpful in solving 
this problem. I liked being able to access the data because it made it way easier and faster to start on the model 

this year's question was awesome! 

To many people I think that the methods that scientists and others use to create models and predictions are 
drawn behind a veil of secrecy. Moody's not only slashed that veil into bits, it also gave the tools to create a 
model of my own. 

Very creative challenge  

Very fun. 

Very organized, sufficient resources provided 

Very unique challenge 

Very well organized challenge! 

was fun and helped me enjoy math more 

was hella fun 

Was very interesting. 

We had so much fun this weekend!!! 

we were able to come closer as a group.  

Well structured questions and clear on what you need to do. 

With more personal preparation, and even as this was my first time participating in the challenge, our solutions 
would have been more structured. The problem was not too hard to deal with. 

You broaden students persoecives on the world and open their mind to solve a very well thought out world 
problem. 

You guys did a great job making more and more people love math! 

You guys provide us a lot of resources and flexibility for the time, thank you! 

You guys provided so many great resources, the videos are awesome! I should've looked at them, but as a first 
year challenge participant from the district I wasn't aware of these resources until the day of 
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I have a suggestion: 

14 hours is a long time; 12 hours with two hard problems or 3 problems with one a little easier may have been 
more manageable 

14 hours straight can be very exhausting. May be having two different part of the competition, and splitting them 
up in smaller chunk might make the competition more managible 

5 more minutes 

A longer time from which you can download the prompt so instead of friday to monday maybe a day or two in 
addition to that. 

Add a zero hour option for studying. 

Adding more hours on Friday, perhaps beginning at 8am, would be more useful for students as we had sports, 
volunteering, church, and family obligations during the weekend to work through. 

Advise teams about mathematical modeling more before the competition. 

Advise with how to make a model, more of an engineering part to the problem maybe  

As stated previously, I think it would be most beneficial to break the work time into 2 or more work segments. I 
couldn't concentrate for that long. Maybe if we could work for a total of 14 hours in the competition weekend and 
made the time period smaller (Friday to Monday). 

Ask a question with more calculus involved to show a definite knowledge of different aspects of math. 

Ask teachers who are skeptical to really see if their kids would want to do it, even if the teachers don't know if 
their kids would be up for it. Our teacher was skeptical, but as soon as my friends and I started showing interest it 
became a reality. Also better clearing and sentence structure. We get confused easily. 

Asking questions relevant to current high school students will make for more passionate and perhaps well 
informed papers based on experience.  

At the same time the question was a little too broad- It was hard to pick a direction 

Avoid questions that cause controversial opinions like climate change 

Be clearer on what is wanted in the paper. 

Be more clear in what definitions of words in the problem you want us to interpret and define in our terms and 
which words do you want us to approach in a specific way.  

Be more clear on expectations for the set up of the solution paper. 

be more specific in the prompt--this year I wasn't sure if part 3's "each park" meant the five given or any NPS 
coastal unit 

Broadcast to more high schools? I think it would be awesome if the whole world could join in! 

Choose a more interesting topic for the problem 

Classify the variables of the problem 

Complete data sets, if they are provided, would be appreciated 

Continue misleading people about the topic before they start. 

Continue to structure the challenge the same as this year. 

do a health care related problem next year 

Do not provide data 

Don't have us model things that we openly cannot adequately assess.  That's just painful. 

Don't provide sources, but try to make sure the data exists and is available. 

Easier question  

Extend the 14 hour time window for at least one more hour to allow finalization of our work. 

Extend this opportunity to 9th and 10th graders 

Extend time flexibility? Not the 14 hrs but maybe give a solid 4 days within which to choose work time. 

Fix your clock. 
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Focus on problems on what students might care about, or at least be able to relate to. With some of the M^3 
topics, I have to spend a significant time just learning the fundamentals of the topic area. 

For a new team tips for the first time 

for the survey, allow multiple checks for more questions 

For the time, I believe that you should be able to stop the timer at least once in order to take a lunch break. 
Although 14 hours was enough time, it would have been nice to stop the time at least once 

For the upload solution, we weren't able to locate any of our files when we clicked upload, so we resorted to 
emailing. This may have been a problem with our computer but it was unresponsive.  

Free backpacks for everyone that participates 

From the videos I watched on your website about math modeling, I still did not feel like I understood what math 
modeling was (or rather how to do it). I learned mostly because I looked at past models from winning teams. I 
suggest you improve the videos/go in depth more. 

Give a format for papers to be written in so panticipates can budget time properly. 

Give complete data sets, having random gaps messed up the program we used for data training and lost us time 

Give full set of data or none 

Give more feedback towards each submitted solution 

Give spreadsheets with no missing data. 

Give teams suggestions on how to find data. Navigating government and scientific websites to find useful data is 
a skill to itself, and even a basic guide would have been helpful.  

Give us more time to de well on all the problems 

given data should include more years, so the trend can be more precise  

Have a choice of more than one weekend for the challenge. 

Have a competition for college students, and extend the time options to Friday and Monday 

Have a larger database and/ or allow ua to contact professionals in the field for more information 

Have a vague outline defined for ease of access when trying to write the report 

Have more advertisment, I wish I knew about this event with more time to prepare for it. 

Having a greater number of prompts and having challengers pick which to investigate further in depth 

Host/promote more competitions throughout the course of the year. Also, please make these response boxes 
larger (please excuse typos). 

I believe teams should be given 16 hours, which would allow for more time to polish work and check models for 
minor errors. 

I did not know about many of the math programs or how to use the, maybe make a section on the M3 website 
that explains which programs would be helpful. 

I do not have a suggestion. 

I feel that the topics should not deal with the natural sciences, but rather more economics oriented topics.  

I found that the data for the problem this year was not as helpful as it could have been. I did like being able to see 
the data, but for the specific method I decided to use I needed finer-grained data and ended up downloading it 
from the NOAA website (which I found easy to use). 

I recommend you split the question into smaller parts that are based around a topic  

I suggest not restricting teams, however unintended, by giving a set of datasets. My group members felt 
compelled to include all the data in our analysis and no other variable 

I suggest that Moody's makes a Google Docs template or something else to make group editing documents for 
this challenge better. 

I think that a 14 hour window is very strenuous for many people. Instead, maybe it's better to chunk the problem 
up into 2 or 3 segments and spread the contest out over a longer period of time so students have more time to 
rest, recover, and come up with better research papers. 

I think that teams should be required to do a Practice Problem because it will really help. My team didn't do one 
and we were very confused in the beginning. 
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I think that you should work with the Department of Education to implement more math modeling into the 
curriculum because it is incomplete and does not challenge the students nor interest them. I think that you should 
also introduce it to middle school students. 

I thought this year should be the standard for future years. 

I would appreciate it if you extended the building a model section of your 7 Part math modelling video.  Our team 
struggled to build complex models that involved many mathematical principles, and we could have used some 
more guidance. 

I would keep providing data sets in future years. 

I would love to work on a problem related to the medical field. This year's topic was not very fascinating to me. 

I would suggest a longer period of time to do the problem or allow a teacher to help out.  

I would suggest making it more clear that practice sessions are very important, our team leader decided he didn't 
want practice sessions and I felt that greatly affected performance 

I would suggest making your provided source more direct; instead of opening a spreadsheet to then open a 
website link, paste all information in a master document. 

If the problem was more repesentitive of the demographic participating in the challenge that would empassion 
the competitors, more so than just a topic that is relavent to society, but not necessary to teenagers at this stage 
in life. This could encourage a more in depth view of technologies or social networking could not only excite 
students but also may spark an idea for a young person to create something revolutionary.  

If the time limit of the challenge per team was extended an hour or two, I think results would be a lot better. 

If you give another list of sources, make them complete to avoid further frustrations  

If you give data to participants, make sure you give all the data. We found that we were missing some crucial 
pieces to our model due to a lack of certain data 

In the future, M3 should offer free subscriptions to Share Latex 

In the future, the wording of the problems should be more thoroughly considered because it can make the 
difference of several hours of work. For example, for part 2 we were unsure if the question wanted our 
vulnerability model to apply in 50 years because it is a model used with current or future data, or to explain how 
the vulnerability scored would change for the parks in 50 years. The second option takes much more time and 
effort, and we felt that sentence in the problem was unclear.  

Include units for all data given. 

Instead of 11th or 12th graders for eligibility, I think it should be ages from 17 to 19 years old to be eligible to 
participate 

Instead of 3 problems to make a model out of, you should make us do one very difficult problem. 

It would be a lot easier if we had an example of what a math model is because we had no idea what we were 
supposed to be doing.  

It would be better to split the parts within days instead of 14 hours together because that was horrible. 

It would be nice if the question was provided in separate pieces so that teams could take breaks after completing 
each part of the problem. Fourteen hours straight is very labor intensive and doesn't allow time for information to 
be absorbed or thought over very much. If each part of the problem was released individually, perhaps once you 
submit the first part, you can unlock the second part and so on, it would give teams a chance to take a mental 
break in between parts allowing them to stay focused and put 100% into the entire question. 

Just make it 24 hours so students will just stay up for a day.  

Keep a similar structure and problem application. 

Keep giving data it tremendously helps new students at the challenge and equalizes the field for everyone to 
show their math skills instead of half of it being research skills 

Keep the flexible work hours on Friday and Monday. Otherwise our team wouldn't be able to compete. Also the 
data was crucial this year please keep that. That way we can focus on math and get more info if needed 

Less hard question.  

Less subjective reasoning 
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Maintain the convenience of time provided in this project. 

make a college student version of this please! it's very fun! 

Make better  

Make more challenges or maybe have multiple topics 

Make problems more interesting  

Make questions more comprehensible  

Make sure all provided resources include units! 

Make the models more open to creativty - this year we tried harder to make models fit existing data sets 

make the question easier  

Make the question more interesting and straightforward? 

Make the questions more specific  

Make the questions not about models 

Make the time one or two hours longer. 

Make topic more relevant to the applicants 

Make Wolfram easier to download for the WHOLE team 

Maybe add an alarm feature to the timer to ring 5 minutes before paper is due 

Maybe allow the time interval to stretch into Monday 

Maybe have hints during the contest and fun mini challenges?  

Maybe label the provided data links for what they are so that it isn't necessary to literally keep tabs open to 
figuratively keep tabs on them.  

Maybe less required research 

Maybe make it easier for beginners to understand the process of modeling, especially the early stages.  

maybe make the haiku more relevant 

Maybe make time problems more math concept heavy 

Maybe more parent oriented information materials (yes, this challenge will really take the whole 14 hours). 

Maybe provide more context of key terms, include units and meaning for data, keep data consistent 

Maybe slightly more concrete as to suggestions for the NPS in solution paper. We sure exactly what to focus on. 

Maybe spread out the competition over the course of a month to prevent fatigue and frustration. 

Maybe word things a little more clearly. 

More data would be very helpful. 

More data? 

More girls should participate. 

More information for each source would be great-- it was difficult to figure out how to cite the pages 

More intresting topic. 

More links about the problem! 

More specific question 

More time 

No more data. Teams should be free to think of any solutions that come to mind, instead of being influenced by 
data sets. For example. teams did not have the freedom to think of using different types of data, but were pushed 
towards using 'Heat Index' and 'Air Quality', things we never would of used, but seemed forced to anyways to 
receive a good score on our paper. 

None really, I liked the challenge level of the problem and the headache that it caused all of us. 

On an administrative level, nothing really  

On the problem page, you should link to the handbook on how to start 

Open the challenge so that students can complete it during school on Friday 

Perhaps choose a topic that could be more applicable to most in their everyday life. In addition, maybe split the 
problem into two sessions of 7 hours; 14 hours straight of the same problem was rather mentally taxing. 
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Perhaps do two or more competitions per year. 

Perhaps give suggested time intervals for each problem so it's easier to get an idea of how long each problem 
should take. 

Perhaps more time? Our group was very meticulous in checking over our spreadsheets, seeing if our regression 
could be improved, etc. All of these things took time and we had to rush at the end. It was exhilarating but 
translates into my frustration below.  

Perhaps providing a suggested time schedule so that we make sure we don't spend too much time on one aspect 
of the challenge, such as research. 

Pick another challenge topic 

PLEASE DO MORE ENVIRONMENT PROBLEMS!!! 

Popularize the competition more because it really does develop the way one thinks of math in the real world 

Possibly attach links to any high-level computational sources. 

Procrastination. 

Provide a Numerical Score and Ranking for all Teams 

provide better matlab preparation and incorporate more coding into the nature of the problem 

Provide more study material on your website. For example, relevant link/information or even a video series on 
doing data analysis. We had no Coach at are school who could instruct us on many of the concepts (like data 
analysis) and we suffered greatly because of it. In short provide more resources for the skills needed in this 
competition so that kids from schools like mine are not hurt. 

Providing data this year was EXTREMELY beneficial, even more data, such a revenue would have been greatly 
appreciated. 

Punishment for the twitter problem stated below. 

Push an education agenda in legislation. As much as I hate the concept of lobbying, please lobby for better 
education. 

Put all provided data in one spreadsheet for easier access 

questions can be more detailed so that teams have a better understanding of what it the question wants you to 
use/determine 

Questions should be worded in a clearer manner. 

ravioli 

Researching is the most tedious part of math modeling, and I was surprised to learn that this was the first year 
you included pregathered data. Even if the data is not analyzed when provided or is never used by the team, it 
can give teams a place to start and make the process easier once they have begun. 

simplifying or summarizing the handbook more. Adding more definition to the problem. 

Split each problem over multiple challenge time periods, not just one 14 hour period 

Students should be told the topic, such as sea level change, a week before the competition to research and 
better understand the topic. Then, a clear question regarding the topic should be asked on Challenge Day. 

The Challenge has good resources to introduce students to the math modelling process, but I would appreciate 
guidance in learning the math skills used by successful teams, since these skills are often far different than high 
school mathematics. 

The data provided whether conciously or not, leads teams in a specific direction in order to follow the data given. 
I do not think this adds to the experience of the challenge and is detrimental to the open ended exploratory 
nature of the problem. 

The models that involve "ranking" things are really not that interesting.  I think more focus on predicting events or 
outcomes would be more interesting, and would leave more room for creative ideas. 

The problem should be less stats heavy.  

The provided data was helpful, but it might be nice to work on doing our own research for everything.  We still 
found additional data for our solution, though, and it was helpful to start analyzing the data quickly. 

The provided spreadsheets are what allowed us to reach our solution. If you can, please keep them. 
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The questions were clear but they could have been divided into smaller sections with specific criteria.  

The wording of the problem could be more simple and direct. 

This problem was fantastic, we could really get into it and work on it. In fact one of our team members "doesn't 
believe in global warming" and he could even get into the issue at hand and how to resolve it.  

This year the challenge weekend overlapped with many statewide spprts event and science Olympiad, making 
my team and myself extremely exhausted after the weekend. I hope that M3 competition can be scheduled more 
reasonably so that we can have at least one day of weekend 

Try and reach out to students more, it is not very well known considering it is a national competition. 

Try to collaborate with the COMAP, who have a series of similar contests, to see what you could do together. 

Try to expand the challenges so that perhaps 1 hour challenges can be made available as a school-wide contest. 

Two problems instead of three. Allows for more in-depth responses to questions asked. 

Use LaTeX in formatting papers :) 

Use modeling problems for which 'lack of data' is not an obstacle 

We all thought the haiku was about healthcare, so maybe make it more clear. 

We couldn't find the link for the data at first. So please make that more clear next time.  

We had a great struggle with submitting our report due to formatting,  provide recommendations for software to 
use that allow multiple students to be working on the report at once that will transfer easily and cleanly into a 
PDF. 

We had no clue MATLab was available during it, i feel like it could've helped 

When giving data that is some variable over time, provide the data in units of both months and years (if it fits that 
scale) 

While this is partially my fault, I was not aware of the free licences to all the math software that you guys provided 
until know. It's super awesome that you do that, but I wish I had know beforehand because I think that if we used 
MATLAB or Mathematica we could've been a bit more efficient with our time. Again this was our fault, but a bit 
more publicity of these items would not hurt. 

Would be better if the math problem included a more relatable scenario. 

You could have different time frame tiers? 

Your suggestions for tackling the problem were much appreciated on my team. Could you include a set of "roles" 
that students could take on to organize the team better? ex: captain, researcher, modeler, graph master, 
proofreader, ect  

 
I have a complaint or frustration to share: 

14 hours is exhausting  

14 hours straight is a very long time to stay focussed as a teenager.  

A 14 hour limit limited our time to proof read the paper to our fullest capabilities. 

A bit too long 

A unit was not provided within the information in the 20yr_MonthlyMSL, and this may have led to our answer 
being incorrect 

Again, this isn't something you could fix, but the challenge just wasn't really what I was looking for. 

Although not anyone's fault but our own, it took us a few hours to be able to get MatLab because we did not 
download prior. Maybe send a reminder email about downloading the programs and reminding participants about 
the deadline to download these programs would be helpful.  

but Part III was probably an awful question to ask. The very idea of assigning a numerical value to valuable 
cultural and biological areas and artifacts encourages a view that something like business or profit is more 
important than these incredible parks and encourages a worldview in which only the bottom line matters. 

Can you a Pause button for food breaks? 

Complaint, on the third tab of your data provided about the mean sea level, you didn't include the units for any of 
the measurements. Caused for a couple hours of loss on our part because of that. 
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Confusion by wording 

Data given was inconsistent at one point 

Downloading Wolfram is such a struggle 

Everything was fine except the fact that you can only upload the report as a pdf. 

Fix the clock. My team members and I had clocks with times that were three minutes apart, which resulted in our 
not being able to send it in on time. 

For my team in particular, the challenge was pretty hard. Really, we needed more experience in turning raw data 
into useful models, which we really just have ourselves to blame for.   

give me the formuoli 

Haiku wasn't that relevant 

Have better hints for problems 

I believe everything given in the data was useful and I am thankful we received it 

I did not like how data was provided to us with the problem. ALthough I can see the benefit of including it, my 
team felt that we were being forced to use the data, even though we other governmental data that was 
contradicting and even though the provided data may have not been relevant to our model 

I did not like the topic we had to solve for. 

I do not like that the solution had to be uploaded onto a PDF file because no one in my group had a PDF 
software. When we used a Word-to-PDF converter, the format of our solution paper had many spacing errors 

I enjoyed the competition, I only wish there was more support for competitions like this from students at my 
school. It's hard to get students to volunteer for a 14 hour math competition, and it's hard to find time to prepare. 

I feel cheating can too easily happen and cause unfairness. 

I feel that they should give us data that can actually be useful 

I felt as if I wasn't as prepared as I could've been to complete the solution. I wish I would've known more about 
the necessary software required, even if it meant receiving more emails from M3 about the necessary programs.  

I felt that providing the data restricted is to automatically look at certain variables, and the fun of modeling is 
figuring out what variables to look at and how things fit together.   

I found that the problem this year primarily focused around statistics and data analysis. Besides fitting an 
equation to the very noisy data, our group could not think of any other ways to approach the problem. I like stats 
and computer modeling, but I would have preferred a problem that also required the application of ideas from 
theoretical math. 

I got really pissed the moment I saw we were doing climate change, because it is simply too big to work with well.  
It made it feel like even what we did was largely not worthwhile. 

I think 14 hours is just too long. For example, that weekend I was quite busy, with 16 hours time of dedicated to 
other activities. As a result, a ended up staying awake until 2:00 A.M. to finish my homework. I would prefer only 
having 10 or 12 hours to answer a slightly easier problem, and not have to dedicate an entire day to the 
completion. As an alternative, having two challenge weekends would reduce the probability of having to work on 
a busy weekend 

I think it would be better if the question they asked is a little bit easier rather than extremely difficult question 

I think not enough resources are provided to "prepare" if anything more specific in depth on what judges will be 
looking for and clearer question, although the point is for it to be any assistance with units or specific problems 
would definitely add to what the participants are capable of.  

I thought the data, while useful, was quite overwhelming. I think it was very important to arriving at our team's 
solution, however we struggled very much to make sense of the data, as there was confusion regarding what 
certain columns represented, what the units were on some numbers, etc., and we had minimal prior experience 
working with such large amounts of data. 

I was frustrated by not being able to take a team member's name off of our work because he did not contribute at 
all and instead watched videos for the full 14 hours. 

I was tired at the end.  
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I wish I knew what math modeling was before this challenge. It is really interesting to me. I just like how you can 
come up with a really specific answer to an open ended question! 

I wish the time had been extended to 12 am on friday. We were busy during the weekend and so we worked from 
12pm -2am. 

I would love if the time period was extended to maybe 16 hours. 14 hours was not enough time for my team to 
finish. 

If a team hasn't uploaded their solution with 4 hours remaining, they should get emails every hour in the last 4 
hours to remind them to upload. 

In one of the emails sent out prior to the challenge, you sent a haiku that hinted towards the topic.  It basically 
said "checking vital signs......national concern".  Around the fourth hour of research during the competition, I 
found that NASA's website on climate was titled "vital signs" and made the connection.  It was frustrating to our 
team because the haiku hinted towards something in the area of medicine, since that's what "vital signs" alludes 
to, and the clue was way too obscure.  The clues should imply the actual topic, not something entirely different.  
The problem is that we were all excited for a medical model, and were disappointed when it was climate, which 
NONE of us had remote interest in.  If the clue had suggested climate, it wouldn't have mattered because we 
would have mentally been prepared for the topic.  However, since the clue suggested medicine, and we were all 
drawn to medicine over climate, it created a false hope before the competition and contributed a sense of 
disappointment throughout the entire competition.  (Also, we've been brainstorming since then about how we 
were supposed to get that tiny connection when a much larger topic was hinted)  

Incomplete data sets 

Initially, my group did not recognize the excel spreadsheets provided us as all of the historical data we needed, 
so we spent the first many hours researching our own data. At one point in that process, I said to myself, "Is this 
a research competition or a math competition?" We only later realized that the data was provided in the excel 
sheets. In our experience, there was little room for math, because even with discovering the provided data, it was 
deemed imperative to understand the underlying causes of the historical fluctuations in climate in order to 
develop a feasible projection formula. This required even more research, which, by then, very little math was 
done. Our group takes responsibility for the crippling mistake of not initially recognizing the nature of the 
resources provided to us; however, if we participate in any future competitions, we will be prepared for treating 
this of more of a math competition than a research competition by seeking to recognize any provided data sets. 

Is okay. 

It didn't seem like the raw MSL data provided matched with the average MSL data provided. 

It looked like some of the data that was provided was incomplete (whether by design or not) which impacted how 
my team approached the problems 

It took my team a while to figure out what the question was asking, we felt they were pretty vague. However, we 
now suspect that may have been intentional because it excourages us to think more outside of the box. If that is 
what the point was, then good job! But if you do expect more specific solutions, then I'd suggest making sure the 
question is very clear. 

It upset me during the challenge that there were holes in the data, which made the sets difficult to work with. 

It was difficult to find the original sources of some of the data and it would have been helpful to have those 
resources to explore additional associated statistics. 

It was difficult to stay on task for most of the group, but that's a personal thing and can't be corrected by changing 
anything about the M3 Challenge. 

It was just really long without I didn't necessarily like 

It was so hard finding good sources to give us the information we wanted 

It was tedious to analyze all of the data and allocate them into models and formulas, but it was rewarding in the 
end when we completed the challenge. 
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It would be amazing to have a window outside of the 14 hour time frame to edit grammatical and structural errors 
in submitted papers. It would be a shame for a winning solution to be hidden in a sea of mismatched bullet points 
and accidentally repetitive summaries.  

It's difficult to analyze the accuracy of your models.  

I've found it extremely difficult while doing M^3 to make real progress on a solution throughout the day. The 
modeling process is exciting, but it's tough to get there. Truly useful data is hard to find, and I always end up 
compromising what I know I should be incorporating my model for lack of necessary data. M^3 should be careful 
to remain a math modeling competition and not a research competition. I've found the latter to be by far the more 
important in coming up with a quality solution. I wonder if M^3 should consider providing more information in 
order to emphasize the modeling portion of the competition. Give every team the data (maybe leave some room 
for research), and see who comes up with the most brilliant way to model it accurately. To me, that would be the 
more exciting, fulfilling, and marketable competition. 

Less given data 

Make friday and Monday a 14 hour period like start Monday at 8 and end friday at 12 to give more flexible days 

Make it easier to do for Jewish folks who observe the Sabbath. 

Math is sometimes really really hard. 

More time would be nice (even just an hour more) 

More time. 

My group found that the data for the 20 year months did not match up with the years when we calculated the 
increase or decrease of the sea levels.  

My only frustration for this problem was that some data for certain parks were missing, which is probably not your 
fault anyway. 

My school has in no way prepared me for this challenge. If it were not for my own personal interest in being 
mathematically literate, I would have floundered during challenge weekend. 

My team had trouble opening one of the data sets that was provided.  

my team was not told about the deadline for being able to get a subscription to software programs like matlab 

No frustration I experienced was really due to the structure of the problem; it had more to do with faults in our 
team and our own preparation. 

None really, I learned a lot and had a lot of fun! 

None really. Thanks again! 

None.Except for the fact that I was exhausted after the competition,but that is probably everyone else. 

Not enough time to make a good, original model 

Nothing really, my team suffered because of the actions of one of our members, not because of the structure of 
the actual problem itself. 

One of the data sets didn't have units specified, which was very frustrating.  

Our team felt kind of rushed to do it all in one day. It would be better if we could do it over a 2 day period. 

Our wifi was slow.  

Perhaps not 

Please make the data table's units very clear 

Previous problems have been a math related problem. This year's problem really set my team and I back by 
basing it off a science study that had little to do with math. 

Provide units when applicable with the data (question 1) 

Providing some data is a great idea. The data provided this year, however, was honestly more trouble than it was 
worth. After several hours one of our team members was able to sift through enough of it to contribute to the 
model, but she did so with extreme frustration and occasionally swearing 

question too harder  

Slight frustration that the mean sea level data was not provided with a unit of measurement on the spreadsheet 
provided. 
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Some data for some years was missing  

Some data that I attempted to find while doing research was never able to be found. 

Some guidelines were a little too vague. 

Some links were out of date and thus could not be found forcing us to lose time and lose data. 

Some of the data sets provided were unclear as to what they were measuring with what units 

Some of the data tables were not full, and the data was very difficult to find online. It would be appreciated if you 
could provide all relevant data or easy to find data.  

Some sort of standardized format for the header, at least, would be appreciated. 

That haiku was such a bad, inaccurate hint. 

That I did not have very much time to prep because I was not aware of the challenge until I saw it in my news 
feed. 

The "fire" data spreadsheet provided this year may have contained hidden or missing data. For future years, 
make sure all data is easily accessible. 

The actual problem this year was was much harder than the provided practice problems 

The amount of emails could be a little overbearing leading up to the challenge weekend.  

The challenge itself was a bit boring and was also too vague in my opinion. 

The challenge took incredibly long 

The clock did not work.  

The clocks on each team members device was different despite us using the same account. This left us no time 
to send in our solution even though we still had 4 minutes left over. Please try to get your clocks in sync because 
after doing so much work for 14 hours and not being able to submit even though we clearly had time left to do so 
is very unfair.  

The clue eluded to something completely different than what the challenge problem actually was. 

The data for part one of the problem at first seemed contradictory to us 

The data given was extremely helpful; however, without previous background on non-mathematical concept 
within the problem, it was rather difficult to measure/apply the data. For example, we were given the values of 
monthly change in sea level. But, what was this change being measured against? What was the "baseline" sea 
level? This one question hindered progress on the model for almost 3 hours. However, it was great to work on 
the problem after building momentum.  

the data is very hard to manage... maybe give complete data rather than data with a lot of points mising? 

The data provided was not all that useful and was even completely contradictory at times 

The data sets provided this year were not useful 

The data sets were incomplete and did not provide as much information as my team would have liked.  

the data that was provided was incomplete 

The data was a bit difficult to find.  

The data was extremely poorly formatted and it made it very difficult for us to parse.  

The data was harder to find. 

The exact information needed (or wanted) in our papers was not clear. Perhaps provide a suggested format in 
the handbook. 

The feeling of missing the submission deadline by 15 seconds is the worst feeling possible. 

The first question of this year's challenge was ambiguous. Defining risk was tough...did it mean the actual risk of 
sea level rise or the risk that occurs as a result of sea level rise? 

The haiku "hint" did not seem to translate to the topic of the challenge problem. 

The haiku had absolutely nothing to do with the question. I felt duped. 

The haiku hinted toward a very different topic. 

The haiku was irrelevant 

The haiku was misleading.  
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The haiku was very misleading, as it seemed to favor the topic of health care. By including the haiku, there was 
some misdirection in assumption of the topic. 

The hint was very misleading. It hinted towards health care. 

The language of a few of the questions was a bit vague, so it took us a long time just to interpret exactly what the 
question was asking. 

The math modeling software was difficult to use even after going through the basic tutorials. 

The mean sea level data was poorly labeled/titled. We had to spend over an hour trying to figure out what it 
meant and what the units were. This drastically set us back. Our paper could have been a lot better had we been 
able to easily understand the data. That said, it was a benefit to be provided the data in the first place. But, given 
the issues it posed, it's possible it would have been more time-efficient to find our own, more understandable 
data.   

The problem had not units.  

The problem is not well structured 

The problem itself was something that would require in depth knowledge of meteorology and ecosystems to truly 
model properly. 

The problem was a little confusingly worded 

The problem was so broad that at first, we were at a loss as to what to do. 

The prompt seemed very difficult and we still cannot see how we would have applied a math model to the 
situation. The data sets also confused us a little because there was no instruction or precedent for how to use it. 

The provided data was a bit difficult to understand (not always units) 

The question felt vague on whether you wanted one equation for all national parks or separate equations for 
each 

The sea level data was confusing as to whether it was absolute sea level or change in sea level. 

The specific problem needed information that required money or the government withheld it. 

The time remaining was glitched and showed different times for different team members. 

The way the timing works is horrible in my opinion.  

The website itself needs to be organized better. Many times my team had difficulty navigating it. 

The window for submitting the challenge weekend video is too short to provide a short compilation film of 
adequate quality. Please extend this window to at least a week after the challenge.  

The wording of the problem could have been better 

The wording on the last question was somewhat complicated. It took a bit of interpretation. 

The wording was slightly confusing  

there is a lot of missing data between years 

There were no units on the second data set provided for part 1 which made it unusable (the monthly one, not the 
overall trends) 

This basically made us insane and almost gave up in the middle of it. Make this less insane. 

This is very specific to the problem, but classifying extratropical storms without any indication of wind speed 
made adjustments of our model for severity of these storms somewhat difficult 

This may have just been our group, but we had a lot of trouble finding usable data for the elevation of national 
parks proved to be seemingly impossible. Some of the data that was found was unusable due to cost of 
purchasing software for ArcGIS. (National Geologic Survey had data on at least a few of the parks). This 
complaint isn't directed at the challenge or the questions, it just caused a fair amount of frustration. 

This was actually a lot more interesting that I had expected it to be. I wish that I had more knowledge on what I 
was supposed to do, but it was fun to stretch myself and see what I could do.  

This was so hard. Apparently global warming is made up by China. Ha ha Jk. 

Though my teammates and I are proficient in calculus and have an exemplary math base, the fact that we were 
not experienced with programs such as microsoft excel meant that we could not finish our problem. 

Thought the question was topically relevant, it was not very interesting at all. 

Time frame was hard 
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Too many components to address in solution. 

Too many emails were sent. 

Took forever to finish  

Topic seemed extremely broad, even in comparison to the problems from previous years 

Try to make the available data visible in programs beyond excel. Not each team member had excel and made 
working with numbers unnecessarily difficult.  

Twitter had many spoilers that I saw after the fact. Problem hints (spoilers) can give teams an unfair advantage. 

we couldnt find the units on the monthly sea level data and it complicated things a lot 

We did not have enough information to successfully complete our problem. I am upset because we could not find 
specific data for the slope of the coasts of the national parks, how many and cost of buildings in the national 
parks, and other related data. This made working on the problem extremely frustrating and decreases the 
effectiveness of our equation. 

We did not use our time wisely and it might've been helpful to give an approximate on when we should have 
complete led each problem.  

We didn't have enough time to finish some of the writing 

We found that the data provided was not useful in creating our model and instead wasted a lot of our time. 

We had a hard time figuring out what was needed in the paper and how it should be organized. 

We had an issue where our power went out, but luckily for only about 10 minutes. There could be a way of 
dealing with unexpected circumstances, as it could have been much worse.  

We had to make too many models 

We just needed 30 more minutes for final touches! 

We ran out of time 

We ran out of time. More time would be nice, even if just an hour 

We should have been able to pause the timer for this challenge. We ended up missing lunch and dinner during 
our 14 hours. 

We spent about six hours doing something that didn't work 

We spent all our time on 1&2, but had little time for 3 and had like zero time to eat. 

 
 


